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It is in fact nothing short of a miracle that 

the modern methods of instruction have 

not yet entirely strangled the holy curiosity 

of enquiry; for this delicate little plant, 

aside from stimulation, stands mainly in 

need of freedom

Albert Einstein



So why creativity?

 Economic outcomes –

competition/innovation

 Pedagogical arguments

 Global citizens.



Pedagogical :

 Schools in challenging circumstances  ̶  those 

with a higher than average proportion of pupils 

eligible for free schools meals, low attainment on 

entry and high rates of pupil mobility  ̶  showed 

the greatest improvements in: pupils’ ability to 

draw discerningly on a range of data and work 

collaboratively to solve problems; their reading 

and writing; their speaking and listening; and 

their personal development.   
Ofsted 2010 Learning: creative approaches that raise standards



 Education for the future – 21st century 

skills?



So what is creativity ?





Students’ natural capacity to work 

imaginatively and with a purpose, to 

judge the value of their own 

contributions and those of others, and 

to fashion critical responses to 

problems across all subjects in the 

curriculum.

(Facer and Williamson, 2004)

Creativity is imaginative

activity fashioned so as to 

produce outcomes that 

are original and of value. 

NACCCE(1999)

Creativity is dispositional and not a 

matter of ability. In other words, 

choosing a creative path in any given 

situation is less a matter of ability and 

more about mindset or attitude.

Craft(2000)





So what is creativity….?

Creativity happens when you move out of the comfort zone, when you 

are challenged and when you and in contention with yourself and 

others. Creativity happens when we have the confidence to make 

mistakes; it happens when we are not tied to narrow targets, but allow 

the spirit of play and imagination to inform what we do.  It means being 

open to chance and opportunity, to try the path less travelled, to be 

open to doubts and uncertainties in seeking to generate what is new 

and original  

Fisher and Williams





Creativity is not…

 Creativity is not grand

 Creativity is not particularly artistic

 Creativity is not necessarily a ‘good thing’

 Creativity is not comfortable to be around

 Creativity is not easy

 Creativity is not wacky

 Creativity is not easy to assess

 Creativity does not have its own home in the brain

 Creativity is not solitary

 Creativity is not simply ’released’

Claxton 2003



So what is creativity?

Creativity is an advanced form of learning that 

involves a finely tuned orchestra of mental 

attitudes and capabilities playing together in 

complicated rhythms... Creativity is not one thing. It 

is not a unitary faculty that can be trained or 

cultivated by itself

Guy Claxton 2003



Creativity in Creative Little Scientists 

Purposive imaginative activity generating 
outcomes that are original and valuable in relation 

to the learner

Dispositions characteristic of creativity in learning, 
include: a sense of initiative, motivation, 

imagination, curiosity, ability to work together and 
thinking skills.



Some learnings from creative 

programmes

Can you support children to become creative 

in science?



What we were finding… 

and so



Learning through 

the arts 

 Increased motivation 

to pursue personally 

directed learning at home and with parents

 From learning facts - to analysis , judgement , interpretation, 

looking at consequences

 Redefinition of what is ‘hard’

- from barriers to challenge

How Arts Integration supports students learning Karen deMoss and Terry Morris

www.capeweb.org/formal-research-findings

http://www.capeweb.org/formal-research-findings


Drama and in-role work – impact on writing, 

reading and communication



Drawing and modelling 

support learning of 

scientific and 

mathematical concepts



Creative development for 

the adults



 Creative space ?

 Creative space – physical space

 Creative space – time 

 Creative space – conceptual 

space 



The throughline: 

 Focus on children’s creativity

 Teachers ‘stand back’

 An end product

 Trust the process



Teacher 
teaching 

creatively?

Learner 
developing 
their own 
creativity?



How do you spot 

creativity?

 Questioning and challenging

 Making connections and seeing 

relationships

 Envisaging what might be

 Exploring ideas – keeping options open

 Reflecting critically on ideas, actions 

outcomes
QCA – Creativity Find it Promote it



But also

 Risk taking

 Resilience - not giving up when things 

get difficult

 And more – intuition, handling 

uncertainty, team work etc.



Two experiments:

 Investigating an alien planet

 Creating a science learning centre in the 

school



Science residentialthey 

land 

on an 

alien  

planet



back at the lab the 

research begins



There’s a lot of focused enquiry



a  series of hypotheses 

emerge



Teacher modelling possibility 

thinking



Adapted from:  Cremin, T., Craft, A., Burnard, P.  (2006), 

Pedagogy and Possibility in the Early Years. 



Working wonders: starting from 

children’s questions 

 How hot is a star?

 What will I look like when I’m 16?

 Is the sun bigger than the earth?

 How big will my feet grow?

 How does gravity work?

 Why are bananas yellow?

 Lynne Bianchi 2013







Sticky questions

How important is it to be ‘right’? 

What’s the balance between knowledge 

acquisition and creativity?

How can we assess progress in creativity?



Conditions for 

teaching and learning 

for creativity

Graphics from Cochrane, Craft and Creasy – Creativity Advice 

2010



Constrainers

 Making demand on children without regard to their affect or mood

 Failure to acknowledge that creativity can be scary for teachers and 

children

 The fear of right and wrong

 Misbalancing whose agenda – pupil or adult – is more important

 Inappropriately picking tasks

 Modulating freedom and structure inappropriately

 Not acknowledging the need for practice and skills

 Fear of curriculum and testing constraints

 Popular culture and the conventions of its narratives

 Self limiting beliefs of teachers

 Time



The new primary curriculum (that never 

was…)

 Thinking creatively

 Making original connections and generating ideas

 Considering alternative solutions to problems

 Using imagination to explore possibilities and 

generate ideas

 Showing empathy, initiative and 

perseverance

 Working collaboratively and 

dealing positively with praise 

and constructive criticism



The Pedagogical Synergies between 

IBSE and Creative Approaches 

Play and exploration

Motivation and affect

Dialogue and collaboration

Problem solving and agency

Questioning and curiosity

Reflection and reasoning

Teacher scaffolding and involvement



The Pedagogical Synergies 



Adult pedagogies which 

influence pupil creativity

 Personal relevance

 Choice and ownership

 Time for reflection

 Purposeful outcomes

 Stimulating environment

 Modelling creative action

 Moving away from didactic teaching

 Where appropriate having high expectations

 Critical engagement by teachers

 Acknowledging the creative phases when encouraging creativity

Craft, Chappell and Best Analysis of CARA 2 programme 2007



Profound creative 
process

Dialogue, 
discourse, 

democratric 
relationships

Relevant and 
contextualised 

knowledge 
and 

understanding



You have to BE creative rather than learn about being 

creative



The context for learning has to be 

motivating and of relevance to the children



give permission for creativity 

and support experimentation



develop a shared understanding 
of creativity



re-imagine use of space 

and time within the school



 What What 

High standards

see pupils as partners in co-

constructing learning



 What What 

High standards

Assessment FOR learning



Enable imaginative use of 

technology



.

develop a spirit of enquiry and dialogue



.

Support calculated risk taking



Make space for reflection



1. Reclaim assessment

 Do we focus on the learner?

 How do you recognise creativity?

 How do we validate the creative process 

as well as the product?



Depth and 
complexity

Quality –
skilled and 

knowledgeable 
execution

autonomy

Progression in 

creativity



Learning conversation 
between teacher and 

child. 

Develop a shared 
language about 

learning

Self reflection

Teacher 
feedback

Feedback 
from peers

Family 
and carer 
feedback

Learning log, 

photographs, a 

diagram, a 

flipchart etc...I

Regular 

feedback

How might this be 

collected? 

Recorded?

How complex 

was the task? 

How much adult 

guidance did the 

pupil need?

Reflection in 

action and 

reflection on 

action.







PLTS self-assessment tool for 

students – example 1 (Facer & 

Pykett, 2007)



My hovercraft didn’t 
work so I had to try 
again. We  tried to 
find out what had 
gone wrong. Barney 
helped me but in the 
end I worked it out 
myself

This was when I was a 
bit worried that the 
others wouldn’t like 
my model, but it 
worked out really well 
in the end.





Science learning

I felt great showing 
the tunnel of light to 
the Y2’s. They really 
liked it. 



2. Invest in teacher’s professional 

development

 Immersion in creative process

 Action research focused on creativity

 Teaching creatively

 Teaching for creativity

 Creative learning



 Immersion in a challenging and meaningful 
personal creative process

 Experimenting

 Risk taking

 Reflecting

 Applying

 Refining

 Sharing 

space-time-challenge-risk 





3. Focus on enquiry as a process 

for professional learning

CARA - Creativity Action Research 

Awards 

The value of the good and rich question



The enquiry ? 

Has to be a question

Has to be a rich question of interest to the 

partners

Has to be worth exploring and of value to the 

field – defined as fellow practitioners

Encouraged to make it manageable within 

available resources and time



Supporting Communities through Arts Learning Environments

BUTTON 2.4 Thomas J. Waters Fine Arts
ID PROCESS AFTER- IN

Connections

COMMUNITY Tools &

Resources

STANDARDS REFLECTION

PROCESS

What the students drew, and what we noticed:

The imagined drawings consistently included more narrative, setting, and movement 

than the observed drawings





Knowledge development 

or professional learning?

 The criteria for evaluating projects should include their impact on 

teachers’ own professional development , on their teaching 

practice, on pupils, on parents and on their colleagues... Projects 

did indeed appear to have considerable impact on all of these 

factors though only in a minority of cases was the evidence 

considered to be robust.  

Best Practice Research Scholarships: an evaluation 

Furlong,J and Salisbury,J 2005

 The research was conducted with varying degrees of rigour. But 

whatever the challenges posed by the process, its impact on the 

adults involved was consistently significant

CARA 2 report CapeUK 2007



4. Develop and nurture communities of 

practice

Knowledge of 
individuals

Knowledge of 
research from 

academics 
and 

practitioners

Knowledge 
made by 

community of 
practitioners



“It’s whether you can create 

something like, have you got a 

good imagination – can you solve 

a problem creatively?  It’s like 

using your imagination to come up 

with, like, a solution.”

A final word on 

creativity



www.capeuk.org
Twitter @capeuk
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